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Resolve Providing for an Investigation and Study by a Special
Commission of the Whole Matter op Milk Marketing and
the Enforcement op Laws relating Thereto.
Resolved, That an unpaid special commission, to consist of one

member of the senate to be designated by the president thereof, three
members of the house of representatives to be designated by the
speaker thereof and four persons to be appointed by the governor, of
whom one shall be a milk producer whose principal business shall be
the production of milk, one shall be a milk dealer whose principal busi-
ness is the sale and distribution of milk and cream, one shall be a
representative of a milk producers’ co-operative, and one shall repre-
sent the milk consuming public, is hereby established for the purpose
of making an investigation and study of the whole matter of milk
marketing and the proper enforcement of laws relating thereto, particu-
larly as set forth in so much of the address of His Excellency the
Governor, printed as current senate document numbered one as re-
lates to a milk marketing commission. Said commission shall be
provided with quarters in the state house or elsewhere, may hold
public hearings, and shall have the power to summon witnesses and
to require the production of books, records and papers, and the giving
of testimony under oath, may travel within or without the common-
wealth and may expend for expert, clerical and other services and
expenses such sums as may be appropriated. Said commission shall
report to the general court the results of its investigation and study,
and its recommendations, if any, together with drafts of legislation
necessary to carry its recommendations into effect, by filing the same
with the clerk of the house of representatives before the first day of
May, nineteen hundred and fifty-three.

For the purposes of this resolve there is hereby appropriated from
the General Fund the sum of five hundred dollars.

Approved April 17, 1955.

Cfie Commontoealt!) of Massachusetts

AUTHORIZATION OF THE COMMITTEE.

[Chapter 21.]



Resolve increasing the Scope of the Investigation and Study
by the Unpaid Special Commission established to make an
Investigation and Study of the Whole Matter of Milk Mar-
keting and the Enforcement of Laws relating Thereto.

Resolved, That the unpaid special commission established by chap-
ter twenty-one of the resolves of nineteen hundred and fifty-three
shall, in making its investigation and study, consider the subject
matter of current house document numbered eight hundred and
eight, further regulating the grading of milk. Said commission shall
report to the general court the results of its investigation and study,
and its recommendations, if any, together with drafts of legislation
necessary to carry its recommendations into effect, by filing the same
with the clerk of the house of representatives on or before the first
Wednesday in December in the current year.

Approved July 3, 1953.

Cfte Commontoealti) of egassacfmsetts

RESOLVE INCREASING THE SCOPE OF THE
SPECIAL COMMISSION.

[Chapter 93.)



Wednesday, December 2, 1953.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

We, the undersigned members of the Special Commis-
sion on Milk Marketing, authorized to make a study
and investigation of the whole matter of milk marketing
and the proper enforcement of laws relating thereto,
under a resolve approved on April 17, 1953, herewith
submit our report.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD C. STONE,
Chairman.

AUGUSTUS G. MEANS,
Vice-Chairman.

FRED A. LAWSON.
EINO O. TOKO.
GEORGE S. DAVIS.
WILLIAM J. NEWMAN.
THEODORE J. DEVINE.
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Appointment of Members.
Pursuant to the adoption of the resolve, the President

of the Senate designated as the Senate member, Senator
Edward C. Stone of Barnstable; the Speaker of the
House of Representatives designated the following three
members of the House: Representative Augustus G.
Means of Essex; Representative Eino O. Toko of Lunen-
burg; and Representative Arthur U. Mahan of Leomin-
ster; and His Excellency, the Governor, designated as a
representative of the “milk producers whose principal
business shall be the production of milk,” George S.
Davis of Sterling Junction; as “a milk dealer whose
principal business is the sale and distribution of milk
and cream,” Theodore J. Devine of Taunton; “as a
representative of a milk producers co-operative,” William
J. Newman of New Bedford; and “as a representative
of the milk-consuming public,” Fred A. Lawson of
Stoneham.

Organization.

The Special Commission on Milk Marketing, author-
ized to make a study and investigation relative to the
“whole matter of milk marketing and the proper en-
forcement of the laws relating thereto, particularly as

set forth in Senate, No. 1 of 1953, the address of His
Excellency, the Governor (page 23), relating to the Milk
Marketing Commission,” under resolves signed by the
Governor April 17, and July 3, 1953 (chapters 21 to 93

Cjje Commontocaltf) of Massachusetts

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE SPECIAL
COMMISSION ON MILK MARKETING.
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of the Acts of 1953) and hereinbefore set forth, met on
May 5, 1953, and organized with Senator Edward C.
Stone as chairman, Representative Augustus G. Means
as vice-chairman, and Ruth E. Nelson as secretary. The
various matters indicated in the resolve for study and
investigation were discussed, as well as future proce-
dure.

Your Commission sent out approximately 1,500 letters
and notices to dealers, distributors, producers, federal
and state milk officials, including federal market ad-
ministrators assigned to the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, as well as many notices to persons all over
Massachusetts interested in the milk industry, and to
other persons interested from the angle of the consuming
public and otherwise in the many problems of milk mar-
keting, production of dairy products, and other incidental
matters.

Your Commission has also consulted, by letters and
otherwise, milk market officials in seventeen States
within the United States, concerning their methods of
the various phases of milk marketing. It has also con-
sidered in some detail laws, rules and regulations, especial-
ly in the New England States and New York.

Executive and public hearings at the State House were
held on May 5 and 20; Sept. 9, 10, 14 and 15; October
5, 6, 19, 20, 26 and 30; November 9, 10, 16, 17, 24 and
30, during which dozens of representatives of the milk
and ice cream industry appeared and gave voluminous
testimony to the Commission on all phases of the milk
marketing industry.

Milk Control Commission.
At the outset we call attention to chapter 604 of the

Acts of 1953 which established in the Department of
Agriculture a Milk Control Commission. This we be-
lieve to be a step in the right direction, and was the
first essential in dealing with the whole subject of milk
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marketing and the proper enforcement of laws relating
thereto.

During the last four years, the federal government has
more and more entered into the field of milk marketing,
and there now exists in Massachusetts a number of
federal marketing orders, with the result that in the
following areas there are federal administrators: Boston,
Lowell-Lawrence and Haverhill, Worcester, Springfield
and Fall River. Once the federal government takes
over, state laws are superseded so that in large measure
any authority, which otherwise the Milk Control Com-
mission would have, ceases. Therefore it is desirable to
see that there is as little duplication as possible. Among
the fields in which something may well be done along
these lines are auditing of books and records and checking
tests.

At present, a number of employees of the Milk Control
Commission are spending most of their time, at a con-
siderable cost in terms of salaries and travel expense, in
the job of checking the Babcock tests for butterfat
content being made by dealers who purchase milk from
dairy farmers, and in the job of inspecting the proce-
dures such dealers follow. Provisions of existing law
appear to authorize a concurrent and duplicating re-
sponsibility for this type of work by the Director of the
Experiment Station at Amherst as well as by the Milk
Control Commission. The basic responsibility and
authority is in said Director, but the Milk Control
Commission is brought into the picture in two or three
places in the lawu

Testimony received by your Commission brought out
that much of this butterfat work by employees of the
Milk Control Commission is either a complete duplica-
tion or is unnecessary. In the first place, all equipment
used by dealers for testing work must be and is inspected
and approved annually by a designated agent of the

Checking Tests
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Director of the Experiment Station. Secondly, all testers
employed by any dealer must be and are examined and
certified as competent by an agent of said Director.
Thirdly, many dairy farmers are members of some co-
operative marketing association, and all such associations
make it a regular part of their member-service work to
check on butterfat tests made by dealers. Finally, in
four of the five major federal order markets in the Com-
monwealth, specific provisions in such orders make it
the job of the federal administrator to check the butter-
fat tests for all producers where a co-operative is not
performing such a service.

The Director of the Experiment Station has delegated,
as he has a right to do under the law, to experts at the
State Agricultural College and Experimental Station at
Amherst, many of the responsibilities outlined in the
law for insuring the accuracy of butterfat tests of pro-
ducers’ milks. These responsibilities include the exami-
nation and certification of competent testers, and the
inspection and approval of equipment. Said Director
can, under the law, call on the Milk Control Commission,
as needed, to help in this work. Under these conditions,
it seems wholly unnecessary to have the law specifically
provide duplicating responsibility. Money should be
saved, without any loss of protective service to dairy
farmers, by having the Milk Control Commission curtail
its butterfat work and limit its activities in this field to
those needed.

It is recommended, therefore, that the word “shall”,
appearing in the last sentence of section 29A of chapter
94 and in the clause as follows, “and the director of milk
control, his inspectors and deputies shall”, shall be
deleted, substituting therefor the word “may.”

In so far as any duplication may exist of work done
by the Milk Control Commission and other agencies,
to the fullest extent possible duplication should be
avoided. In the matter of butterfat testing and check-
ing an opportunity exists to do away with duplication.
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Auditing of Dealers’ Reports and Records.
The examination and audit of the reports and records

of licensed milk dealers is another function on which a
number of employees of the Milk Control Commission
spend most of their time and travel expense. Such
auditing is done first for the purpose of checking com-
pliance with section 9 of chapter 94A under which assess-
ments are levied on a volume basis, and, secondly, for
the purpose of inspecting and verifying records and
reports of those milk dealers being regulated by producer
price orders of the Milk Control Commission, pursuant
to section 13 of chapter 94A.

From testimony before this Special Commission we
have come to the conclusion that the amount of time
and money spent by the Milk Control Commission on
this auditing function may well be reduced.

The scope of the regulatory sphere of the Milk Control
Commission has been greatly reduced in recent years,
particularly after the Worcester market and the Spring-
field market came under federal milk order control, earty
in 1950. The Greater Boston market, the Fall River
market, and the Lowell-Lawrence-Haverhill market
were under federal orders earlier. Also, the New Bedford
market has always had a special tjrpe of milk control
order, largely locally administered, and locally financed.

Although the Milk Control Commission still collects
an assessment fee based on volume from the dealers under
these federal milk orders, it should not be necessary for
the Milk Control Commission to conduct an audit to
verify the accuracy of these volume reports. The Milk
Control law of the Commonwealth provides, and there
is a companion provision in the Federal Milk Control
law, for inter-agency co-operation and exchange of in-
formation (sections 23 and 24 of chapter 94A). This
should provide ample verification.

As for auditing in non-federal markets, the basic rules
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of reasonableness should certainly apply. There are now
only about 200 licensed milk dealers in these non-federal
markets in the Commonwealth. The Milk Control order
and the law require regular reports from such dealers,
and provide penalties for false reports. Many of these
200 dealers are small operators who pay the full Class
I price for all of their milk purchases, and do not keep
detailed utilization records. Auditing them should be a
simple job.

In view of these facts, it is recommended that section
13 (a) of chapter 94A be amended by adding at the end
thereof a new and additional sentence which will read as
follows: Any such inspection or verification shall be
limited to such operations of any dealer, and to such
information as cannot be obtained or verified pursuant
to section 23 or 24 of this chapter, and shall be limited
to the information necessary to verify compliance with
orders or regulations issued pursuant to this chapter.
This type of provision will prevent unnecessary duplica-
tion in this costly auditing function; also, it will serve
to limit and concentrate the auditing functions of the
Milk Control Commission to those areas for which it is
responsible. This is in line with the philosophy of relating
the manpower and expenditures of the Milk Control
Commission to the size and character of the necessary
job to be done.

Another of the subjects most often considered is
the fixing of minimum retail and wholesale milk prices.
Over the past twenty years of milk price control history,
no subject has been more controversial than the fixing
of minimum resale prices. In several of the States, such
as our neighboring States of New York and Connecticut,
resale price fixing has been abandoned completely, al-
though state milk control of producer prices still operates.
In other States, such as Rhode Island, Pennsylvania,

Minimum Retail and Wholesale Milk Peices.
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Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, the state milk
control agency still issues minimum resale price orders.
Our milk control law in Massachusetts, similar to that
in New Jersey, contains reserve authority on resale price
fixing, to be used only in the event of a specified type of
emergency.

Representatives of all parts of the milk industry testi-
fied before this special Commission on the subject of
fixed resale prices. This included representatives of
milk producers, milk dealers, restaurant operators, retail
store operators, hospitals, public institutions and others.
The evidence so obtained was unanimous to the effect
that the provisions of our present law section 12 of
chapter 94A are entirely satisfactory. This section
contains “reserve” authority for the issuance of orders
establishing fixed minimum resale prices, but such au-
thority can be exercised only if a specified percentage of
producers petition for it, and only then if an emergency
can be found to exist not only in producer prices but
also in the supply of milk for the market.

No change in the present provisions of section 12 of
chapter 94A is needed.

Reasonable Trade Practices for Milk.
Another subject engaging our attention was the matter

of reasonable trade practices for milk. A study such as
that made by this Special Commission reaffirms the
basic economic fact, so often attested over the past
twenty years in legislation at state and national levels
and in decisions of our highest courts of law, that the
fluid milk industry is extremely complex and appears to
contain many elements of instability, which, if allowed
to develop and run their course unregulated might well
lead to price wars, destructive competition, the develop-
ment of monopolistic trade practices, and might well
endanger the public health through instability and lack
of continuity in a fresh and pure milk supply at reasonable
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prices. This element of instability comes first from the
extreme perishability of the product, which makes a
regular market outlet and a continuous marketing ma-
chinery necessary, and second, from the high value
placed on fluid milk sales volume by both producers and
dealers, because both are required to maintain an un-
usually heavy fixed investment in relation to normal
sales volume.

It is for this fundamental reason that the present milk
control law of the Commonwealth states in section 25
that “the production and distribution of milk is an in-
dustry affected with a paramount public interest . .

and states further that

The intention and purpose of this chapter is hereby declared to
extend to the regulation of said industry and to the control of all
milk sold or offered for sale in the commonwealth, to the full extent
permitted by the Constitution of the Commonwealth and of the
United States, respectively.

The present milk control law contains two types of
provisions relative to sales and distribution practices of
milk dealers. First, section 2 of chapter 94A makes it
one of the powers and duties of the Milk Control Com-
mission to investigate and regulate all matters pertaining
to the establishment and maintenance of reasonable
trade practices relative to milk, and authorizes said
Commission to issue rules, regulations or orders to insure
such conditions. This is a wide grant of authority and
responsibility. Secondly, section 14 (d) of chapter 94A
is more specific and provides a clear prohibition against
sales of milk at a price below cost, including all direct
and indirect elements of cost.

Evidence received by this Commission shows that rela-
tively little, if any, activity has taken place along either
of these lines during the past five or six years. Investi-
gative work by the Milk Control Commission has been
limited almost entirely to specific complaints received,
the number of which has been relatively small. Previous
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to 1946 or 1947 there appear to have been orders and
regulations issued and enforced relative to such matters
as delivery time and frequency, etc. Also, prior to a
temporary court injunction, since made permanent,
issued on October 1, 1947, it was the practice of the Milk
Control Board to issue from time to time pursuant to
section 14 ( d), price schedules showing a list of prices
which were labelled as the lowest the Milk Control Board
would automatically recognize as not being in violation
of the “sales below cost” provision of the law. Presuma-
bly, any dealer selling below such prices would have to
prove that his prices were not below his own costs. The
court held that such price schedules were potentially
misleading and were not clearly provided for by law.

Representatives of the milk industry testifying before
this Special Commission were unanimous in their desire
to have the Milk Control Commission provide more con-
structive leadership for them than it has been providing
in the direction of reasonable trade practices, orderly
competition, and the maintenance of stable and efficient
marketing conditions. They requested clarification of the
law to the end of promoting such objectives, in the hope
that our markets in Massachusetts might continue to
escape the demoralization and strife which have char-
acterized such markets as New York and Chicago in re-
cent years. These objectives are certainly consistent with
the basic purposes of the milk control law.

To this end, it is recommended, therefore, that sub-
section (3) of section 2 of chapter 94A be amended by
adding a new sentence at the end thereof to read as
follows: “In the administration and enforcement of
this section, the commission may appoint and consult
and advise with representative committees and groups in
the milk industry who shall serve voluntarily and with-
out compensation.” This follows a practice which has
proved to be constructive and helpful in administrative
law in recent years at both state and national levels,
including tariff laws, anti-trust laws, price control laws
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and others. It represents the positive approach to neces-
sary constructive governmental functions as opposed to
the negative punitive approach of criminal law.

It is also recommended that subsection (d) of section
14 of chapter 94A be amended by adding two new sen-
tences at the end thereof to read as follows:

“If the commission finds, for any marketing area after
public hearing and investigation and consultation with
representative sellers in the area, that variations in costs
among individual sellers are such that there is a danger
that generally prevailing competitive prices may repre-
sent a violation of this subsection for some sellers, the
commission may issue and publish from time to time a
schedule of prices for the area covering the principal
grades and container sizes of milk at retail or wholesale
or both, which schedules shall be labelled as ‘ Recognized
Cost Prices’ and adequately described as prices at which
no seller shall be deemed to be violating section 14 ( d).

It shall be understood and so stated on any such schedule
that any person may sell at prices below those shown in
any such schedule, provided such seller can prove to the
commission that his individual costs as defined above are
less than the schedule provides.”

The addition of these two new sentences to section
14 (d) provides a much needed practical basis for the
administration and enforcement of this part of the law.
Evidence received by this Special Commission showed
quite clearly that no dealer could expect to stay in the
milk business unless he sold at generally prevailing com-
petitive prices. Yet those prices might well be in viola-
tion of section 14 (d) for some dealers from time to time,
such as new dealers starting in business, dealers with
new plants, dealers hit by heavy accident losses, or
dealers in failing circumstances and with declining vol-
ume. The intent of the law obviously was and should
be to prohibit “loss-leader” sales as an unfair trade
practice. These recommended changes provide a rea-
sonable and workable means of administering and en-
forcing this important part of the law, recognizing practi-
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cal business conditions and yet carrying out the basic
intent of the law.

Vitamins in Milk.
A subject which was brought to our attention was the

addition of vitamin D to milk, which brings up the
general subject of fortified milk.

There appears to be no provision in the statutes for
the addition of vitamin D to milk. Yet milk fortified
with vitamin D, and so labelled, is being generally sold
by all dealers under authority granted by the Milk
Regulation Board. This would seem in violation of
section 19, dealing with the “sale, etc., of adulterated,
etc., milk penalty.”

There is ample evidence that the addition of vitamin
D to milk is justified as a prophylactic anti-rachitic
measure for infants and children.

The “Journal of the American Medical Association”
for April 5, 1952, reports as follows:

To those who remember the high incidence of rickets in the early
twenties and before, the present situation in which there is almost
complete absence of rickets in the United States as a whole is little
short of miraculous.

Growing children need vitamin D as much as do infants, and in
similar amounts. As a child grows beyond the close watch of the
physician, the importance in his nutrition of an automatic source of
vitamin D ingested regularly with the food is great indeed. While
it must be realized that these facts do not prove that vitamin D milk
has been the cause of bringing rickets almost to the vanishing point,
it is believed that the broad background of this development justifies
the assumption that vitamin D milk has been an effective public
health measure. The co-operation of the milk industry as a whole is
deserving of high praise.

To provide legal status for the fortification of milk with
vitamin D, it is recommended that section 19 of chapter
94 be amended by adding at the end of the section the
following paragraph:

“Nothing in this section shall prevent the use of
vitamin D in milk and skimmed milk. Only approved
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sources and approved methods of adding vitamin D may
be used. In all cases where materials are added, such
additions must be made prior to pasteurization.”

Attempts have been made similarly to fortify whole
milk or skimmed milk with vitamin A. In the case of
skimmed milk, it is argued that the addition of vitamin A
would replace the vitamin A normally present in the fat
which is removed in the skimming process.

Such a fortification with vitamin A is not analogous
to the addition of vitamin D to milk. The need for
vitamin A fortification of milk has not been established
by medical opinion.

It is probable that most consumers of skimmed milk
are adults who have sufficient vitamin A in the other
constituents of the daily diet, and in cases of vitamin
deficiency the therapeutic requirement can best be ad-
ministered by controlled dosages of vitamin A as well as
other essential vitamins. The use of such vitamin
therapy is almost universal today.

In our opinion, milk should not be used as a vehicle
for added vitamins, minerals or other therapeutic addi-
tives.

Addition of Milk Solids.
Section 19 of chapter 94 appears as it now reads to

prohibit, among other provisions, any person from selling
or offering for sale any milk or skimmed milk which has
been modified or improved in nutritive value by the
addition of vitamins or by the addition of non-fat milk
solids. Here, again, all the terms used are not defined,
but the law states clearly that no foreign substance may
be added. The meaning of foreign substance is not de-
fined.

In the interests of selling a more nutritive product and
of promoting a wider consumer acceptance of skimmed
milk as a food and drink, the milk industry would like
to be permitted to add non-fat milk solids to skimmed
milk. Such was the substance of testimony before this
Special Commission.
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The emphasis on the addition of non-fat milk solids to
skimmed milk is wholly a matter of taste, flavor and sales
appeal. Skimmed milk has been growing rapidly in recent
years in popularity and sales volume as a low calory yet
highly nutritious drink. Containing proteins, riboflavin,
calcium and minerals, but very few calories, skimmed
milk has become increasingly popular among people on
low-calory diets. One of the major problems in promot-
ing a wider use of liquid skimmed milk as a food drink is
the very bland flavor which makes it less palatable to
many people than whole milk. The fortification of regu-
lar skimmed milk through the addition of more non-fat
solids serves to bring a very substantial improvement in
flavor and in palatability. At the same time, such forti-
fication also increases the nutritive value in terms of pro-
tein, calcium and riboflavin.

In order to accomplish all of the objectives sought on
these points, this Special Commission recommends that
a third paragraph be added to section 19 of chapter 94.
This paragraph should be made to read as follows:
“Nothing in this section referring to foreign substances
shall be construed as preventing or making illegal the
addition of concentrates of vitamin D to milk or skimmed
milk, or as preventing or making illegal the addition of
non-fat milk solids to skimmed milk; provided, that all
containers in which such milk or skimmed milk, after the
addition of vitamin D and non-fat milk solids, shall be
sold or offered for sale shall have affixed a label or cap
setting forth in detail the ingredients added.”

General Dairy Laws.

Pursuant to the Governor’s inaugural address and to
the resolve establishing this Special Commission, a de-
tailed examination has been made of all of the general
dairy laws of the Commonwealth. Substantial assistance
has been rendered in this task by representatives of our

state departments of Agriculture and Public Health, of
our state University at Amherst, and of the milk industry
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itself. Such an examination reveals that many of the
provisions of our general dairy laws, even though they
have been in effect for more than half a century, are still
sound, logical and workable. Others appear to be out of
date in relation to modern technology. Still others are
inconsistent or unrealistic. And finally some of these
provisions of law appear to be blocking the type of prog-
ress towards a wider use of nutritive dairy foods which
should be our primary objective.

The following sub-headings outline the changes in the
wordings of our general laws which seem to this Commis-
sion to be desirable and necessary in order to carry out
the basic purpose of recodifying and modernizing our
general dairy laws.

Heated Milk
Section 1 of chapter 94 defines “heated milk” as any

milk subjected to artificial heat of more than 167 degrees
Fahrenheit. This was put in the law in 1908. Another
part of this same section gives the Department of Public
Health authority to require higher temperatures for pas-
teurization. Expert testimony received by this Commis-
sion indicated that temperatures as high as 172 degrees,
or even higher for very short periods, may be a very
desirable practice to improve both the quality and flavor
of milk.

The significance of this “heated milk” definition is,
first, the requirement in section 19 of chapter 94 that
such milk be distinctly labelled as such, and secondly,
the implication that heated milk is illegal or undesirable.
We should be anxious to promote research in this general
field in the interest of better milk, both purer and more
palatable.

It is recommended, therefore, that the sentences and
phrases contained in sections 1 and 19 of chapter 94 rela-
tive to “heated milk” be deleted from the law. They
appear to be blocking progress as the law now reads, and
certainly other provisions of the law provide ample pro-
tection against any abuse from this source.
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Standards for Milk.
Section 12 of chapter 94 defines milk so that it must

contain not less than 3.35 per cent milk fat and not less
than 12.0 per cent total milk solids. These two standards
are not consistent with each other, and taken together
are wholly unrealistic in view of the fund?mental char-
acter of milk as it comes from the cow. The evidence is
indisputable and overwhelming that milk from many
common breeds or types of cows contains close to 3.35
per cent milk fat, but that the total milk solids content
of such milk is in almost all cases below 12 per cent.
Milk of 3.35 per cent fat is likely to average about 11.8
per cent total milk solids, and often averages lower than
such a figure.

The laws of the Commonwealth recognize, in section 20,
of chapter 94, that a producer may have and sell “natural
cows’ milk” which fails to meet the above standards, and
permits a producer to sell such milk. It even permits a
dealer to buy and have such “sub-standard” milk, pro-
vided he blends it with other milk before resale so as to
make such blend conform to the legal standard of 12
per cent.

The milk fat standard of 3.35 per cent is a practical
necessity to permit the sale and use of the natural and
normal milk of some of our most common breeds of dairy
cattle. Consistency and realism demand, therefore, that
with such a fat standard, the standard for total solids be
11.5 per cent rather than 12.0 per cent. It is recommended
that such a change in the law be made, and that section 12
be so amended.

Standards for Cream.
Current laws of the Commonwealth appear to leave a

complete blank spot for fluid products variously known
in other markets as “half and half,” “extra light cream,”
“coffee and cereal mix,” and possibly other names. Under
current Massachusetts law no product of less than 16
per cent milk fat may be sold as cream, and there is
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no legal product between this and presumably natural
milk which may run as high as 6.0 per cent milk fat. In
many other States, a fluid product containing 10 to 11
per cent milk fat is legal and is merchandised under the
grade names shown above.

Other than the objective of requiring Massachusetts
citizens to consume more milk fat than they may need
or desire, there seems no sound reason why laws of the
Commonwealth should prohibit the manufacture and
sale of this extra light cream which has become so popu-
lar in many other States. It is recommended, therefore,
that section 12 of chapter 94 be amended to provide that:
“The Massachusetts legal standard for cream or ungraded
cream shall be cream which upon analysis is shown to
contain not less than ten per cent of milk fat. The
Massachusetts legal standard for the grades to be known
as half-and-half cream, light cream, medium cream, heavy
cream, and extra heavy cream shall be cream which, upon
analysis, is shown to contain not less than ten, sixteen,
twenty-five, thirty-four and thirty-eight per cent, respec-
tively, of milk fat.” Corresponding changes should be
made in the language in section 21 of chapter 94.

Section 19 of chapter 94, among other provisions, pro-
hibits any person from selling “as pure milk,” milk from
which the cream or a part thereof has been removed.
The literal meaning of this may not seem clear, since the
law nowhere defines “pure milk.” As a practical matter,
however, it has been interpreted and enforced as a pro-
hibition against dealers adjusting or standardizing the
butterfat content of their milk. The only way in which
a uniform butterfat standard of milk sold may legally be
achieved is through blending or mixing together, as pro-
vided in section 18 of chapter 94, “pure milk” of varying
fat content from different producers. Under said section
18, as a matter of fact, even sub-standard milk from
producers may be used in such blending.

Standardization of the Butterfat Content of Milk.
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The advantages of permitting dealers to standardize
to a uniform butterfat level all the milk they sell are very
significant, provided adequate controls can be achieved,
and it certainly appears that they can. Butterfat content
is one of the main factors affecting the flavor and palata-
bility of milk, so that uniformity of butterfat content is
fundamental to the development of a taste for milk.
Butterfat content is one of the main factors affecting the
caloric value of milk, so that uniformity of fat content
is very important in planning diets. In fact, one of the
reasons many doctors prescribe evaporated milk for infants
is that evaporated milk is always rigidly standardized for
fat content. Small dealers particularly are handicapped
by inability to standardize, since they have much less
opportunity to seek uniformity by blending. The pro-
ducer retailing his own milk, of course, has no such op-
portunity.

Standardization may be accomplished by adding cream
to low-fat milk, by adding skimmed milk to high fat
milk, or by separating part of the milk into cream and
skimmed milk and then adding varying proportions
of one or the other. Both the quality of the finished
product and the standards for the finished product are
fully and adequately controlled by other provisions of
the law. Provided only that pure, fresh, natural cows’
milk or fresh cream, or skimmed milk components thereof,
are the ingredients of milk, there appears to be no reason
why permissive standardization could be anything but a
constructive step toward a better, more uniform milk.
Standards for milk and for the established grades, plus
the intense competition among dealers on quality and
flavor, provide ample safeguards on these danger points.
Certainly, with this protection, consumers would prefer
a uniform product rather than one varying with the sea-
sons in fat content, in flavor, and in food value. It is
also very important, of course, that without standard-
ization those producers with breeds of cows having high
fat milk would be in danger of not being able to receive
the added value of such fat if dealers were not permitted
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to take out part of the excess fat as cream and utilize it
separately. Standardization is important, therefore, to
the maintenance of a fair price differential to producers
for milk of varying fat content.

It is recommended that section 19 of chapter 94 be
amended by deleting those words in the first sentence of
the section which now reads as follows; “or, as pure
milk, milk from which the cream or a part thereof has
been removed, ”.

Uses Made of Milk Containers.
Section 48 of chapter 94, with the laudable objective

of prohibiting the use of milk containers or vessels for
offensive purposes, appears as it now reads, to prohibit
their use also for such regular fresh dairy products as
fresh ice cream mix, chocolate flavored milk drinks, other
flavored milk drinks, fresh condensed or evaporated milk
or skimmed milk, or other dairy products than those
specifically listed. It is believed that the failure to list
these other fresh dairy products was an omission. Cer-
tainly these other fresh dairy products can be cleaned
as readily as milk itself or as cream or skimmed milk
or buttermilk. A requirement that separate containers
be used for other dairy products would appear to be a
completely unjustifiable added cost and inconvenience.

It is recommended that this section 19 of chapter 94
be amended by adding after the word “cream” the fol-
lowing additional language: “other wholesome products
in which dairy products constitute the major portion
thereof,”.

Hawkers and Peddlers Licenses.
Several of the milk industry representatives appearing

before this Special Commission requested a clarification
of the exemption for licensed milk dealers provided in
section 15 of chapter 101, which section sets forth the
exemptions from said hawkers and peddlers chapter. It
appears that products such as eggs, orange juice, and ice
cream have been particular sources of difficulty, since
such products are not specifically exempted in said sec-
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tion 15. It was quite clear from the Commission’s in-
quiry that such products are not hawked or peddled by
milk dealers through house to house solicitations, nor by
“outcry, sign or signal,” but are handled in the same
way as milk, cream, etc. This means that regular and
advance orders from a regular set of customers cover
almost all sales, but that most milk route operators will
have a small reserve of most products because some
customer cancelled part of an order, or to be in position
to serve a customer who unexpectedly wanted more than
her regular order.

It is evident to this Special Commission that milk
dealers will cease to carry these other items of mer-
chandise rather than purchase special hawkers’ and ped-
dlers’ licenses. This is especially true since such licenses
are not for the business or the truck or the route, but
must be for each driver or salesman. With a five-day
work week, this means about 1.5 or 1.6 licenses for each
route. Liberalization of the exemption obviously will
result in no loss of revenue if licenses are not being
purchased now. The few violations which were reported
to the Commission were detected by an inspector posing
as a customer and being able to purchase a non-exempt
product from a milk route salesman while he was stopped
at a customer’s home. These cases have usually resulted
in fines, and a more vigorous attempt by the dealer to
have his salesman refuse to make such types of sales.

Since all milk dealers must already be licensed by the
Milk Control Commission pursuant to sections 4 and 5
of chapter 94A, and by the town or city under section 40
of chapter 94, and are bonded under section 42A of chap-
ter 94, it seems needless duplication to license them
further. Also, it does not appear to be in the public
interest to increase their cost of doing business through
additional license fees, or to curb their efforts to operate
more efficiently, or to eliminate the outlet they provide
for sales of food products.

It is recommended, therefore, that section 15 of chap-
ter 101 be amended by deleting all of the language fol-
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lowing the words “chapter ninety-four”, and adding the
following: “or under sections four and five of chapter
ninety-four A.”

Milk Prices and Spreads.

While the subject was not a specific assignment of
this Special Commission, there was occasion to inquire
into the genera! milk price situation in the Commonwealth,
including the level of retail and wholesale prices, market
differences in price levels, and spreads or gross margins
between Class I prices to dairy farmers and retail prices
to consumers.

Price conditions in Boston can be taken as representa-
tive of the Commonwealth, since this is by far the largest
market. Also, milk prices for Boston provide a con-
venient basis for study, since they are included in some
of the federal publications on milk prices, which publica-
tions afford a basis for comparing prices and spreads in
the Commonwealth with those in the whole nation. The
following tabulations show such a comparison between
Boston prices and the average prices for the entire United
States, as officially reported in the “Fluid Milk Price
Report,” published each month by the Federal Depart-
ment of Agriculture in Washington, D. C.

Average Average Average
Price, Price, Price, > fnnAD1935-1939. 1947-1949. 1952. 11 ’

Class I. Price per cwt. paid producers:

Boston $2 99 S 5 97 $6 25 $5 67
United States average ...

2 19 4 88 5 46 5 15
Class I. Price per quart paid producers:

Boston 6.4*1 13.4*1 12.2^
United States average . 4.7*1 10.5*1 11.7*1 11.1*1

Retail delivered price regular milk;

Boston 12.7*1 21.7*1 23.9*1 23.0*:
United States average . . . 11.9*1 20.0*1 23.2*1 23.1*1

These figures indicate that dairy farmers in Massa-
chusetts have been paid over the years a Class I price
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for milk substantially above the national average Class T
price. The difference has been as much as 2 cents per
quart in some years, reflecting the higher costs of produc-
tion. Retail prices to consumers in Boston, however,
have not been as much above the United States average
as these prices to producers. In other words, processing
and distributing margins in Boston have been lower.
In fact, for the first eleven months of 1953 these lower
margins permitted the retail home delivered price for the
basic grade of milk in Boston to be actually lower than
the United States average, even though the Class I price
paid to producers was more than 1 cent per quart higher
than the United States average. This is a commendable
showing of relative efficiency for Massachusetts’ milk
industry.

The brief inquiry into milk prices and spreads revealed
that there are a number of variations among local markets
in the commonwealth in the exact levels of Class I prices,
resale prices, and in spreads. These differences are partly
historic, but seem to change from time to time as condi-
tions change. Even within some of the larger markets
there are often minor variations among individual dealers
in their selling prices, some of which are associated with
differences in quality or brand-name milks, but some vari-
ations exist even for the basic or standard grade of milk.

All of this is basic evidence of the lack of collusion and
the existence of what appears to be a healthy and con-
structive competitive situation in the milk processing and
distributing industry, with the dealers in each market
being forced generally to meet competitive price levels,
but striving at the same time to gain volume by giving
their customers a slight advantage in price or quality or
both. These findings furnish further evidence that except
under emergency conditions, fixed resale prices do not
seem necessary in order to achieve constructive stability
in this industry, nor in order to protect or promote the
public interest. The competition that exists appears to
be doing an adequate job, certainly in comparison with
many other sections of the country.
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Frozen Desserts and Ice Cream Mix.
A rather careful study was made of the ice cream laws

of the Commonwealth, particularly because of the recent
growth of substitute or imitation products in this field
in other sections of the country. This Commission has
satisfied itself that the present law, contained in various
subsections of section 65 of chapter 94, are satisfactory
and adequate to detect and prevent fraud and misrepre-
sentation, and need not be amended at this time.

Only two minor changes need to be made in the frozen
desserts law to bring it entirely up to date. Both of these
are technical in nature, and relate to technical improve-
ments which were developed under the pressure of short-
ages during the last war. They involve adding in sec-
tion 65G a definition of sugar so as to include the other
wholesome sweetening agents which are used in frozen
desserts, and broadening the definition of stabilizer to
include emulsifying agents which help to give frozen
desserts a smoother body with less tendency toward a
granular or crystalline texture. These emulsifiers are
completely wholesome and harmless, and are used only
in minute quantities, but appear to be especially valuable
in giving ice creams and ice milks a better appearance
and acceptance by insuring full dispersion of the butter-
fat throughout the product.

It is recommended that the second from the last para-
graph in section 65G of chapter 94, which now defines
stabilizers, be amended to read as follows: “Stabilizers,
include any harmless and non-toxic stabilizers or emulsi-
fiers approved by the department used singly or in com-
bination. ”

It is also recommended that a new paragraph be added
at the end of section 65G of chapter 94 to read as follows:
“ ‘Sugar’, includes sucrose, dextrose, invert sugar (syrup
or paste), corn syrup, corn syrup solids, maple syrup,
maple sugar, honey, brown sugar, malt syrup, dried milk
extract, and molasses (other than blackstrap).”

Many of these sweeteners other than regular cane sugar
or beet sugar are now being used in frozen desserts by
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virtue of a liberal interpretation of the word “sugar”
by the Department of Health. It seems desirable, how-
ever, to spell out the meaning in the law rather than to
depend upon administrative interpretation.

Brand Names and Grades For Milk.
Several legislative proposals have been made in recent

years for closer regulation of the grading and labelling
of milk sold. Based upon the evidence obtained on
this subject by your Commission, the following con-
clusions seem warranted. Milk dealers in the Common-
wealth have spent a vast amount of time and money
in developing and advertising their individual trade or
brand names for milk. They have built their sales
promotion campaigns, their quality programs among pro-
ducers, and even their commission pay plans for milk
route salesmen around these special brands of milk. It
appears probable that such programs have contributed
to greater milk sales volume and to quality improvement.
Modern merchandising methods have established firmly
the use of trade or brand names in milk and other fields,
the practice of offering consumers a choice of grades or
brands, and the practice of building brand name recog-
nition through advertising.

In spite of these facts, it is desirable, of course, to
prevent abuse of trade or brand names, and to avoid
misleading representations to the public on a product so
essential to public interest and public health as milk.
In order to meet all of these objectives that is, pro-
tection of the public interest and at the same time pro-
motion of constructive competition among milk dealers on
sales promotion it is the recommendation of this Com-
mission that this subject be referred to the Milk Regula-
tion Board. This Board has jurisdiction of this whole
subject and might see fit to adopt a new regulation on

this subject, which should be made to read about as

follows: “Trade names or brand names may be used to
designate the milk of any established grade offered for
sale by any licensed milk dealer, providing (1) such trade
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names or brand names have been filed with the Milk
Regulation Board, (2) such names are not misleading to
the customer, and (3) such names are not confused with
the established grades of milk by the use of words which
are similar in spelling or which may be regarded as
phonetic equivalents of the words.

License Fees.
Certain suggestions were made to your Commission as

to license fees, and in the interests of clarity, we suggest
that chapter 94A, section 9, be amended to provide for
an annual license fee consisting of an amount to be,
from time to time, determined by the Milk Control Com-
mission for each milk dealer required to be licensed under
the law and as respects milk dealers other than one who
is also a producer selling to consumers not more than
50 quarts of milk daily, a still further amount payable
to the Commission on or before the twenty-fifth day of
each month.

It is therefore recommended that section 9 of chap-
ter 94A be amended to read as follows:

Section 9. (a) Each milk dealer required to be li-
censed under this chapter shall pay an annual license fee,
consisting of an amount to be from time to time de-
termined by the commission, but not more than five
dollars, which shall accompany his application for license,
and, in the case of each milk dealer other than one who
is also a producer selling to consumers not more than
fifty quarts of milk daily, of such further amount payable
to the commission on or before the twenty-fifth day of
each month, for the month immediately preceding, as the
commission deems equitable for the market or markets
involved, equivalent to not more than two cents per
hundredweight of the milk which the milk dealer during
such month (1) pasteurized, processed, bottled or other-
wise packaged for sale, and sold or distributed, or (2) sold
or distributed to persons other than milk dealers who are
not eligible for exemption under subsection (6) of section
four, in any market or markets of the Commonwealth,
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irrespective of where such milk was produced, or upon
such portion thereof as the commission by order, rule or
regulation determines to be equitable.

Signs on Vehicles
Certain suggestions were made as to signs to appear

upon vehicles used in the business of selling milk, skimmed
milk or cream.

We think that it would be sufficient that there be
displayed conspicuously on the outer side of each vehicle
the name and place of the business, without the number
of the license.

A recommendation to accomplish this purpose follows:
“Whoever in such a town engaged in the business of

selling milk, skimmed milk or cream from any vehicle
shall display conspicuously on the outer side of each
vehicle so used the name and place of business of the
licensee in gothic letters not less than one and one half
inches in height. ”

Oleomargarine

Sections 52 and 57 of chapter 94 deal with oleomar-
garine licenses and placards for vehicles.

We recommend that these two sections be repealed in
their entirety. Our reasons follow:

1. These requirements were passed at a time when it
was popular to impose restrictions on the sale of oleo-
margarine. The public demand has more recently made
unpopular such restrictive legislation.

2. The requirement as written in section 52 may
reasonably be interpreted to require a license for each
driver of each truck and for each substitute driver for
each of the several towns in which the route may operate.
If a driver is assigned to another route operating in
different communities, new licenses would have to be
purchased. This is so impractical that it is not enforced.
It was obviously designed as legislation to prohibit the
sale of oleomargarine.

3. There are few if any precedents requiring a special
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license for the individual employees of a business to sell
a particular single commodity. The law has passed its
usefulness.

4. Section 57, which requires placarding of each truck
with a large and disfiguring sign, has little justification
in common reasoning in the light of modern acceptance
of oleomargarine. This too was designed as legislation
to discourage the sale of oleomargarine, and has now lost
its purpose and significance.

House Document No. 808.
There was specifically referred to us House, No. 808,

which was an act “further regulating the grading of
milk.” It is suggested that section 13 of chapter 94 of
the General Laws be amended by providing for another
specific grade of milk, there being in the law itself only
one specific grade referred to, to wit: “Grade A.” The
suggestion in House, No. 808 is that there should be
added another grade to be called “Approved milk.”

The existing law provides that the Milk Regulation
Board, after hearing and with the approval of the Gov-
ernor and Council, shall make rules and regulations es-
tablishing grades of milk under which, in addition to
“Grade A”, specifically referred to in the existing law,
the Milk Regulation Board has established certaingrades
of milk.

It would seem to be the part of wisdom, instead of
trying by statute to add to the grades of milk any addi-
tional grades, to let the Milk Regulation Board exercise
the general authority it has to deal with the matter in
orderly fashion. Thus, after the hearing provided for in
the General Laws and the approval of the Governor and
Council, any additional grades may be added, including
even this one of “Approved milk.” Since we believe
that this is a matter well within the power of the Milk
Regulation Board, and one with which they can effectively
deal, we do not recommend the amendment of the law
as suggested in House, No. 808.
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Increased Sale of Milk.
It was repeatedly brought out before our Commission

that many of the difficulties in connection with the milk
industry would be cured if sales of milk, skimmed milk
and cream could be made in increased numbers, and
that everything possible should be done to bring to the
attention of the public by various means of advertising
how essential to the health of people generally is the
consumption of milk products.

While most excellent work has been done by voluntary
non-profit associations along these lines, known as the
New England Dairy and Food Council and New Bedford
Dairy Council, the suggestion has come that it might
be a wise thing to have passed in Massachusetts laws
similar to those in effect in the States of Maine and
Vermont.

Under these, a state commission is created with the
right to assess those in the milk industry certain amounts,
and the amounts thus collected to be used for advertising.

This matter has been receiving careful attention of all
the elements in the milk industry. It has been the
subject of debate and study in various conventions, state,
regional and national, of those engaged in the industry.
We are advised that this is now receiving very considerable
further study, and we have been asked to delay our rec-
ommendations in the matter until the industry has had
the fullest opportunity itself carefully to consider the
matter and submit its recommendations.

For this reason, we recommend that the Recess Com-
mission be continued to await this report, these sugges-
tions, and likewise that in this connection it be con-
tinued generally still further to investigate and study
the whole matter of milk marketing and the proper en-

forcement of laws relating thereto, and a resolve to this
effect is appended hereto, and marked Appendix A.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Four.

Resolve reviving and further continuing the
SPECIAL COMMISSION ON MILK MARKETING.

1 Resolved, That the unpaid special commission, es-
-2 tablished by chapters twenty-one and ninety-three
3 of nineteen hundred and fifty-three, is hereby revived
4 and continued for the purpose of continuing the in-
-5 vestigation and study of the whole matter of milk
6 marketing and the proper enforcement of laws relating
7 thereto and any related matters.
8 Said commission shall be provided with quarters
9 in the state house or elsewhere, may hold public

10 hearings, and shall have the power to summon wit-
-11 nesses and to require the production of books, records
12 and papers, and the giving of testimony under oath,
13 and may travel within or without the commonwealth.
14 The commission may expend for the purposes of
15 this resolve, the unexpended balance of the amount
16 appropriated in item 0289-00 of section of
17 chapter of the acts of nineteen hundred and
18 fifty-three, and such additional sums as may be here-
-19 after appropriated therefor.
20 The commission shall report to the general court
21 the results of its investigation and study, and its
22 recommendations, if any, together with drafts of legis-
-23 lation necessary to carry its recommendations into
24 effect, by filing the same with the clerk of the house
25 of representatives before the first Wednesday in
26 January, nineteen hundred and fifty-five.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

APPENDIX A.

Cf)c Commontoealtb of e©assac&usetts






